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Preface
If you're reading this, then it's safe to say that you're either a buyer of headsets, an end 

user of headsets or perhaps someone gathering information. No matter your reason, this 

guide is designed to help cut through the noise and provide to you with simple, easy to 

understand information on headsets that will allow you to take action on obtaining the 

perfect solution for your needs.   

Finding the right solution can be a challenge because there are so many makes and 

models of headsets and knowing which one to select can be very confusing. Most people 

have concerns when it comes to compatibility. They want to know what options are 

available to them based on their phone, PC or mobile device. This guide is designed to 

help make this process easier for you. We've broken it down by customer type; Office 

Worker, Contact Center Worker, Virtual Worker and Mobile Worker. This allows us to 

segment solutions and recommendations by specific job categories which helps narrow 

things down by giving you a clear path to those solutions that apply to your specific 

situation. 

We hope that you find this guide helpful and informative but most of all, we hope that it 

makes finding that perfect headset solution easy and hassle free.  Along the way, if you 

have any suggestions or ideas on how we can make this guide better, we'd love to hear 

your comments. 

Thank you for your interest in our 2017 Headset Buyers Guide.  We look forward to 

assisting you in your journey for information and headset solutions.  
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The Evolution of Headsets

Then Now

&

As with all forms of technology, making improvements is a never ending practice. 

Communication Headsets are no different.  These devices have evolved from being 

bulky, heavy and uncomfortable with no background noise suppression, to lightweight, 

comfortable, reliable and great sounding products with much more functionality. 

Wired gives way to Wireless 

In recent years there's been a strong migration away from wired headsets in favor of 

wireless models. With the proliferation of Dect and Bluetooth technologies along with 

Unified Communications in the workplace, Headsets are the go to device to deliver a 

comfortable, great sounding communication experience. As an added benefit, headsets 

allow you to be more efficient by enhancing productivity as well as  healthier by avoiding 

the complications brought on by cradling a phone receiver on your shoulder. 

Answer Phone Calls Remotely 

Now that the wire has been cut, cordless headsets, as a result of ongoing technology 

developments, provide greater functionality. Wireless models allow you to be hands free 

and wire free, but you can also answer phone calls when away from your desk. This 

feature alone is a real productivity booster because you avoid the time consuming task 

of retrieving and logging voice messages. Better yet, you also avoid the frustration and 

time consuming game of phone tag.   
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Evolution of Headsets Cont.

Connection to a phone, PC and Bluetooth 

Besides remote call answering, the different devices that wireless headsets connect to 

represents one of the key technological improvements found on many of these 

products today. In years past, headsets connected to a desk phone only.  Today, they 

connect to desk phones, PC's, Laptops, Tablets, Smart Phones and more. The needs 

of the marketplace have helped to shape product development. So, if you need a 

headset for use with your office desk phone or Softphone, or connection to a PC for 

webinars, desktop video conferencing or just listening to music or maybe you'd like to 

use a headset with your mobile phone,. All can be done simply, efficiently and 

affordably with today's modern headsets. Many of these models will be covered later 

in this guide. 

Battery & Talk Time Improvement 

When wireless headsets were first introduced, they were lacking in talk time and the 

recharge time could be lengthy as well.  With improvements in battery technology, 

batteries today charge faster and last longer. In some cases, 9 or more hours of talk 

time and a recharge in as little as 45 minutes. No battery memory loss either like with 

the earlier, NiCad batteries.   

Wired Headsets, still staking their claim 

Though the shift has been towards wireless headsets, that's not to say that wired 

headsets have gone away.  Quite the contrary. Wired headsets remain the staple for 

many public and private organizations worldwide. Not everyone needs a wireless 

headset and some prefer that their employees remain at their desks while working. For 

those, a wired headset fits the bill just fine and there aren't any shortages 

of manufacturers who are willing to produce monaural (over the head, single ear) 

and binaural (over the head, double ear) headsets. Prices will vary as does the length 

of warranty, comfort, style and sound quality.  
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4 Solid Reasons Why 
Headsets are a Smart Choice

1.  Better Ergonomics 

According to an independent study conducted by H.B. Maynard and Company, using a 

headset reduces muscle tension up to 41% when compared to a telephone handset. 

Anyone who's worked in an office and spent time on the phone while using a PC will 

understand and appreciate the value that a headset offers. The Maynard study also 

reported higher morale, lower fatigue and fewer phone related physical complaints.

2.  Improved efficiency & worker productivity 

The Maynard study also concluded that hands-free headsets improve workplace 

efficiency and productivity by as much as 43%. Who in business today wouldn't want to 

be more efficient and productive?  Headsets may not be the total answer, but headsets 

surely are part of it.

3.  Flexible to work with your changing devices 

Workers no longer rely solely on a desk phone. Telecom technology has evolved and 

now includes Softphones, PC based communications, Tablets and Smartphones. 

Headsets are now capable of being used on all these devices which means you can be 

healthier and more productive no matter which device you use.

4.  Better Sound Quality 

When using a telephone receiver, you have no control over your speaking volume 

and you can't reduce background noise. Headsets allow you to increase or decrease 

your voice volume as well as mute.  Most headset models today come with noise 

cancelling microphones that help to remove unwanted background noise. So, if 

you're someone who cares about the quality of sound being experienced by your 

customers, headsets have a sizable sound quality advantage over using a regular 

handset.   
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        Headset Types & Styles 

Monaural - worn over the head and covers one ear 

Binaural - worn over the head and covers two ears 

On-Ear - worn over the ear only (no headband or neckband option) 

Convertible - over the head, over the ear AND behind the neck wearing option 

Wireless headsets come in the same wearing styles as wired and include 

monaural, binaural, on-ear and convertible.  No wires to get in the way, 

you can answer calls when away from the desk and connect to different 

devices such as phones, PC, Tablet, Smart Phone.

PC headsets come in a variety of types such as monaural, binaural, on-ear

and convertible. These headsets are also available in wired and wireless 

variants. You'll need to decide if you want to be wire free or if a wired model is 

fine for your application. Most have the ability to regulate sound levels, mute 

and answer PC based calls from the headset.

Communications on mobile devices is continuing to rise. The most 

common wearing style is on-ear but other types are available such as 

binaural (over the head, double ear). Be sure to check the battery talk 

time and recharge processes available so you'll always have your device 

available when needed.

For those who use a cordless phone at home or at work, cradling it on your 

shoulder when trying to do your work is awkward and challenging. You're 

always at risk of dropping it.  A better choice is to get a headset that plugs 

into the 2.5mm headset jack found on most wireless handsets. This simple 

addition will make a huge difference.  Try one and you'll see!

Wired Telephone Headsets

Wireless Telephone Headsets

Headsets for your PC

Headsets for your mobile device

Headsets for  cordless phones
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Questions to ask when shopping 
for a new Headset

When shopping for a new headset for yourself, a co-worker or a team, it's important to 

make sure that you have a clear picture of what your needs are. Knowing this helps to 

assure that you get the right headset the first time and helps to avoid the time consuming 

process of exchanges and returns, which no one enjoys.

With this thought in mind, you'll find a series of questions below broken down by category 

that can help you gain a better understanding of things you should consider before 

ordering new headsets.  Taking a few minutes up front can really help to lock in on the 

headset that's perfect for you or your team.  Ready to get started?  Let's get asking! 

1.  What's the make and model of the phone I'd like to connect a headset to? 

This is important because knowing the make and model of phone will tell whether a 

wired headset will connect to it by a "direct connect" cord (if your phone has a headset 

port), and if not, then it would require a headset amplifier/adapter. 

2.  What's my budget for a new headset?  How much am I planning on spending? 

This is good to know because prices vary a lot not only by style but also by 

manufacturer.  Having a budget in mind can help keep you focused on those models that 

fall within your price range. 

3.  What wearing style am I interested in?  
Headsets come in a few different styles.  As mentioned earlier, these styles include 

monaural (over the head, single ear), binaural (over the head, double ear), on ear (over 

the ear only) and convertible (multiple wearing styles included). So, knowing your 

preferred wearing style can help narrow things down and get you looking at those

models aligned with your preferred wearing style. Keep in mind that some people have 

sensitivities to models worn over the head or over the ear, so you'll want to ask.
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Headset Questions  Cont.

4.  Do I work in a noisy environment, or is my environment pretty quiet? 

This is good to know because many headsets come with noise cancelling microphones 

which reduce unwanted background noise. Others might not have this feature. 

5.  Do I need to be at the desk all the time or would wireless mobility be beneficial? 

This question narrows down whether you're in the market for a headset that has a cord or 

a model that's cordless. Each gives you a different headset experience. 

6.  I need a wireless headset but do I want to take calls when away from the desk? 

The importance of this question is to determine if an optional device is needed that would 

allow you to take calls when not at your desk. If you decide that this is a feature you want, 

then knowing the make and model of your phone will help to determine if you need a 

handset lifter or Electronic Hookswitch Cable.  Both products perform the same basic 

function, but do so in different ways. Cost for both is approximately the same. 

7.  How many headsets do I need?
The value here is you may qualify for a quantity discount based on the number of 

headsets you need.  Where discounts begin will vary from vendor to vendor, so make sure 

to ask. You may be surprised what you find out. 

8.  Do I  have any old headsets laying around collecting dust? 

If so, ask your vendor about trading them in. Trade-in credit can help to lower your costs 

and at the same time, help to keep headsets out of the landfill.   

9.  Do I need a headset to connect to a desk phone AND PC or just desk phone? 

Knowing this can point you to specific models that have dual connectivity capabilities. 

Utilizing these models, you can have one headset for use on your desk phone calls and 

the same headset for PC applications like Skype, Webinars, video calls, music and more. 

Related to this question is whether you need a wired or wireless headset because the 

solution, based on your answer, will vary significantly.
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Headset Questions  Cont.

10. Do I need a headset to connect to a desk phone, PC AND Bluetooth device? 

If you're looking for one headset to connect to your desk phone, PC and to your Bluetooth 

device, that's good to know because it significantly narrows down your available choices. 

Most models connect to a desk phone while some connect to desk phone and PC.  Still 

fewer models connect to all three.  So, be aware that you'll not have many choices and 

you will pay more for this style of headset when compared to single or dual connectivity 

models. 

11. Do I need a headset to connect to a Softphone? 

Answering this question helps to narrow down the available choices.  As stated earlier, 

you'll want to decide if you want a wired or wireless headset to perform this function as 

the resulting models will vary in features and price.  Additionally, you'll need to know the 

Softphone client that the headset will be matched up with so you'll know what 

functionality the headset can perform with it. 

12.  Do I need the type of headset that connects to a Smartphone or Tablet? 

The options available for this type of need differs quite a bit from an office headset. 

Typically, these models are worn over the ear and are designed for someone who's 

mobile rather than in an office. As a generalization, you should expect less talk time than 

an office headset and you should also expect to pay less.  There are some options that 

are won over the head, covering two ears that have more features, talk time and yes, 

they also cost a bit more too. 

13. Do I need brand new headsets or would Refurbished models work for me? 

Obtaining refurbished headsets is very popular because in most cases the warranty is the 

same as buying new and you can save up to 60% in the process.  This helps to stretch 

your budget and allow you to provide headsets to more people.  Still, refurbished isn't for 

everyone, and if you feel this way, or have a company policy that doesn't allow for this, 

then you'll want to stay with new equipment.  
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Headset Questions  Cont.

Okay, great job!  You've asked yourself these questions, obtained answers and now 

you're ready to do some on-line research or have a conversation with someone about 

headsets.  Here's how that conversation might sound like: 

Vendor:  "ABC Company, Susan speaking, how may I help you?" 

You:  "Hello Susan, my name's Linda from XYZ company. I'm interested in getting some 

information on headsets, can you help me with this? 

Vendor:  "Hi Linda, yes, I sure can. What kind of headsets are you looking for?" 

You:  "Great. I have a staff of 20 people that I need to set up with headsets. I'm 

interested in wireless models that connect to desk phones AND to PC's and I need 

remote call answering.  A two year warranty would be ideal and we have some old 

headsets to trade in.  Do you give trade-in credit for old headsets? 

At this point the conversation could lead into a number of directions.  The main thing to 

remember is whether you're searching on-line or speaking directly with a company 

representative, having a good idea what you need can help save you time and money, 

both of which we could all use more of. 

                                             Don't forget to ask about 
1. Trading in old headsets to help lower your costs 

2. Quantity discounts and how many headsets you need to buy to qualify. 

3. The length of warranty of the equipment you're interested in 

4. The vendors returns policy and process and who pays shipping each way 

5. If the equipment can be repaired when outside of warranty? If so, what are the details? 

6. If the vendor offers refurbished equipment and if so, what warranty is included? 

Being armed with good information will go a long way towards helping you to find the 

best headset solution available and it all starts by having the answers to a few questions.
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   Solutions & Recommendations  Office & Contact Ctr

The two most popular devices for business communications in offices include desk phones 

and softphones (internet based phone).  The recommendations below are for phone and 

softphone headsets including wired and wireless models. These models are reputable, 

reliable, comfortable and have excellent sound quality.   

Solutions for Desk Phones - Wired Headsets

Noise cancelling microphone 

Adjustable headband 

HD sound quality 

Foam and leatherette ear cushions plus foam mic screen included  

3 year advance replacement warranty  

Dual connectivity - connects to desk phone and PC 

Longest wireless talk range - up to 1200 feet (D901 & D902) 

Full charge within 45 minutes 

Noise cancelling microphone 

Join up to 3 headsets together for training and conference calls 

2 year advance replacement warranty 

Solutions for Desk Phones - Wireless Headsets

D711 D712

D901

D902

D903

D711
D712 
Info

D901 
Info

D902 D903 
Info

D901 
Info

D902 
Info

D903 
Info

D711 
Info

D712 
Info

Monaural, Binaural & on-ear - Discover D901, D902 and D903

Monaural & Binaural - Discover D711 & D712

http://merrittcomm.com/headset/discover-d712-deluxe-dual-ear-wired-office-headset/
http://merrittcomm.com/discover-d900-wireless-headsets/discover-d902-long-range-duo-wireless-office-headset-system/
http://merrittcomm.com/discover-d900-wireless-headsets/discover-d901-long-range-wireless-office-headset-system/
http://merrittcomm.com/discover-d900-wireless-headsets/discover-d901-long-range-wireless-office-headset-system/
http://merrittcomm.com/discover-d900-wireless-headsets/discover-d901-long-range-wireless-office-headset-system/
http://merrittcomm.com/discover-d900-wireless-headsets/discover-d901-long-range-wireless-office-headset-system/
http://merrittcomm.com/discover-d900-wireless-headsets/discover-d901-long-range-wireless-office-headset-system/
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   Solutions & Recommendations  Office & Contact Ctr

Solutions for Softphones - Wired & Wireless

100 foot wireless range from PC and 33 from Smartphone 

15 hours of talk time 

Active Noise Cancellation (ANC) & noise cancelling mic 

Built in do not disturb busy light - alerts others when you're busy 

HD Voice for crystal clear calls and music 

2 year warranty 

USB connector with in-line controls 

Adjustable headband for comfortable fit 

noise cancelling microphone removes unwanted noise 

Flexible microphone boom for optimum mic positioning 

Leatherette & foam cushions and foam mic screen included  

3 year advance replacement warranty 

Evolve 75

D711U

D712U

Any of the wired or wireless Office & Contact Center headsets shown above will serve 

you well.  Wireless models of course will give you a cord free experience but if that's not 

what you need, a corded headset will get you communicating in comfort and with great 

sound quality and we're here to assist you every step of the way. 

If you have questions on compatibility, set-up, troubleshooting or if you'd like more 

options to consider, just let us know.  We're here to help you in any way we can and to 

help make your buying journey as simple and easy as possible. 

D711U 
Info

D712U 
Info

Monaural - Binaural Wired - Discover D711U & D712U

Binaural Wireless - Jabra Evolve 75

http://merrittcomm.com/headset/discover-d712u-deluxe-dual-ear-usb-wired-office-headset/
http://merrittcomm.com/headset/discover-d711u-deluxe-single-ear-wired-usb-headset/
http://merrittcomm.com/headset/discover-d712u-deluxe-dual-ear-usb-wired-office-headset/
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   Solutions & Recommendations  Virtual Worker

Virtual workers work away from the main office using technology equipment to do their 

jobs remotely.  The headset solutions below can help with comfort and efficiency. 

Solution for Softphone - Wireless & Wired Headsets

Wireless Headset - Jabra Evolve 75

100 foot wireless range from PC and 33 from Smartphone 

15 hours of talk time 

Active Noise Cancellation (ANC) & noise cancelling mic 

Built in do not disturb busy light - alerts others when you're 

busy 

HD Voice for crystal clear calls and music 

2 year warranty 

Wireless Headset - Plantronics Savi 440

Lightest wireless DECT™ headset 

Wearing style choice - comes with headband, neckband and 

ear loops 

Up to 300 feet of wireless range

Up to 7 hours of talk time

Noise-canceling microphone for removing unwanted 

background noise 

DECT USB adapter for use with PC or MAC 

Wired Headset - Discover D711U & D712U

USB connector with in-line controls 

Adjustable headband for comfortable fit 

noise cancelling microphone removes unwanted noise 

Flexible microphone boom for optimum mic positioning 

Leatherette & foam cushions and mic screen included 

3 year advance replacement warranty 
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   Solutions & Recommendations  Mobile Worker

On-ear wireless, Bluetooth & PC Connectivity - Jabra Stealth UC

Up to 6 hours of talk time 

Connects to PC via included USB Dongle & Bluetooth devices 

Extremely lightweight and small for discreet, comfortable wearing 

Noise canceling microphone for removing unwanted background noise 

Activate Siri or Google Now by simply tapping a button on the headset 

Transfer calls from Softphone to Smartphone via the headset 

1 year manufacturer warranty 

Mono wireless, Bluetooth & PC Connectivity - Jabra Evolve 65

Up to 10 hours of talk time 

Up to 100 feet of wireless talk range 

Built in busy light let's others around you that you're unavailable 

Connects via Bluetooth, USB dongle or USB cable 

Noise canceling microphone for removing unwanted room noise 

1 year manufacturer warranty 

Mono wired headset, USB & 3.5mm Connectivity - Jabra Evolve 40

Connects via USB and 3.5mm for PC's and Smartphones 

Transfer calls from PC to Smartphone via Jabra call transfer 

Built in busy light let's others around you that you're unavailable 

Noise canceling microphone for reducing unwanted room noise. 

Specially designed ear cushions helps reduce room noise 

2 year manufacturers warranty 
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Have old headsets or conference phones that aren't being used?  Why not consider 

trading them in for cash or credit?  Trading in your old technology makes sense for 

several reasons, two of which are:

Most people would agree that everyone likes saving money.  Trading 

in your old headsets or conference phones can reduce the cost of 

your new equipment or serve as a rebate. Even if you don't purchase 

new headsets, you can still receive compensation for old equipment 

which beats having them collecting dust in your storage area.

The other area that helps to make trading in old equipment a great idea

is that it helps prevent this equipment from ending up in our landfills. 

Trading in your old equipment is a socially and environmentally sound 

idea. After all, doesn't it make more sense to recycle that old 

equipment rather than tossing it out?  We think it does.

Not all vendors offer trade-in credit, so you'll want to ask them if they have a trade-in

program.  Not only can your trade-in equipment help lower your costs, but can also 

stretch your budget allowing you to acquire additional units to outfit more of your staff. 

At Merritt Communications, we're glad to give you a quote on your old equipment. Click 

here to request a quote or to learn more.

Recycling, it's in your hands!

http://merrittcomm.com/trade-ins
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Refurbished Headsets
Refurbished headsets can save you up to 60% over buying new, but when considering 

refurbished headsets, make sure to ask about the length of warranty and what's covered. 

as warranties do vary including who pays for shipping and advance replacements or not. 

Below are a few examples of refurbished headsets. To view more options, click here.

Plantronics CS50 Refurbished wireless headset. 
Headband and ear loop included for two wearing styles 

Up to 8 hours of wireless talk time 

Noise canceling microphone for removing room noise 

Optional remote call answering feature 

1 year advance replacement warranty 

Plantronics CS540 Refurbished wireless headset
Headband and ear loops included 

Up to 7 hours of wireless talk time 

Up to 350 feet of wireless talk range 

1 year advance replacement warranty

Plantronics Savi 740 Convertible Refurbished wireless headset
Headband and ear loop included 

Up to 7 hours of wireless talk time & 350 feet of range 

Connects to desk phone, PC and Bluetooth 

1 year advance replacement warranty 

Plantronics Refurbished HW251N wired headset
Noise canceling microphone for removing room noise 

Adjustable headband for optimum fit 

Quick disconnect feature for connection to amplifier or direct connect cable 

1 year advance replacement warranty 

http://merrittcomm.com/headset/refurbished-headsets.html

